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Abstract. One of the major problems for search at Web scale is that
the search results on the large scale data might be huge and the users
have to browse to find the most relevant ones. Plus, due to the reason for
the context, user requirement may diverse although the input query may
be the same. In this paper, we try to achieve scalability for Web search
through social relation diversity of different users. Namely, we utilize
one of the major context for users, social relations, to help refining the
search process. Social network based group interest models are developed
according to collaborative networks, and is designed to be used in more
wider range of Web scale search tasks. The experiments are based on
the SwetoDBLP dataset, and we can conclude that proposed method is
potentially effective to help users find most relevant search results in the
Web environment.

Keywords. social relation, retained interest, social network based group
interest model, personalized search, search refinement.

1 Introduction

Formulating a good query for search is an everlasting topic in the fields of in-
formation retrieval and semantic search, especially when the data goes to Web
scale. The hard part is that users some times cannot provide enough constraints
for a query since many of the users are not experienced enough. User background
is a source that can be used to find user interests and the acquired interests can
be added as constraints to the original vague query to refine the query process
and help users get most relevant results.



In our setting for this study, we define a user interest as concepts that the
users are interested in or at least familiar with. In addition to the study that
we have made in [1], which shows that users’ recent interests may help to get a
better refined query, we propose that in some cases, users’ social relations and
social network based group interest models can help to refine the vague query
too, since social relations serve as an environment for users when they perform
query tasks.

From the perspective of scalable Web search, this paper aims at achieving
scalability through providing important search results to users. Since no matter
how fast the data is growing, the size of the most important search results for
users will be relatively small. Users’ social relation can be represented in the
form of semantic data and serve as one kind of background information that can
be used to help users acquire the most important search results.

In this paper, based on SwetoDBLP [2], an RDF version of the DBLP dataset,
we provide some illustrative examples (mainly concentrating on expert finding
and literature search) on how the social relations and social network based group
interest models can help to refine searching on the Web.

2 Social Relations and Social Networks

Social relations can be built based on friendships, coauthorships, work relation-
ships, etc. The collection of social relationships of different users form a social
network. As an illustrative example, we build a coauthor network based on the
SwetoDBLP dataset, we represent the coauthor information for each author us-
ing FOAF vocabulary “foaf:knows”.

The social network can be considered as a graph. Each node can be an au-
thor name and the relationships among nodes can be coauthorships. An RDF
dataset that contains all the coauthor information for each of the authors in
the SwetoDBLP dataset has been created and released5. Through an analysis of
node distribution for this DBLP coauthor network, we can find it has following
statistical properties: As shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 [3, 4]. The distribution
can be approximately described as a power law distribution, which means that
there are not many authors who have a lot of coauthors, and most of the authors
are with very few coauthors. We can indicate that with this distribution charac-
teristics, considering the scalability issue, when the number of authors expand
rapidly, it will be not hard to rebuild the coauthor network since most of the
authors will just have a few links.

The purpose of this RDF dataset is not just to create a coauthor network,
but to utilize this dataset to extract social relations from it and use them for
refining the search process.

5 the coauthor network RDF dataset created based on the SwetoDBLP dataset can
be acquired from http://www.wici-lab.org/wici/dblp-sse
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Fig. 1: Coauthor number distribution in
the SwetoDBLP dataset.
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Fig. 2: log-log diagram of Figure 1.

3 Search Refinement through Social Relationship

In enterprize information retrieval, expert finding is a emerging research topic [5].
The main task for this research area is to find relevant experts for a specific
domain [6]. Nevertheless, a list of expert names that has nothing to do with
the end user always confuse them. More convenient search refinement strategies
should be developed. We propose that if the end users are familiar with the
retrieved expert names, the search results may be more convenient for use. As
an illustrative example, we propose a search task that needs to find “Artificial
Intelligence authors” based on the SwetoDBLP dataset.

Table 1: A partial result of the expert finding search task “Artificial Intelligence au-
thors”(User name: John McCarthy).

Satisfied Authors Satisfied Authors
without social relation refinement with social relation refinement

Carl Kesselman (312) Hans W. Guesgen (117) *
Thomas S. Huang (271) Virginia Dignum (69) *
Edward A. Fox (269) John McCarthy (65) *

Lei Wang (250) Aaron Sloman (36) *
John Mylopoulos (245) Carl Kesselman (312)

Ewa Deelman (237) Thomas S. Huang (271)
... ...

Table 1 provides a partial result for the experiment of the proposed expert
finding search task (Here we only consider a very simple and incomplete strategy,
namely, find the author names who have at least one paper with “Artificial
Intelligence” in its title). The left column is a partial list of results without
social relation based refinement, which is just a list of author names without any
relationship with the user. The right column is a partial list of results with social
relation based refinement (The refinement is based on the social relations of the



specified user that are extracted from the social network created in Section 2).
Namely, the “Artificial Intelligence” authors whom the user “John McCarthy”
knows are ranked to the front (As shown in the table, including himself). The
results of the right column type seems more convenient for a user since the results
which are ranked to the first ones seems to be familiar with the user compared to
a list of irrelevant names. In a enterprise setting, if the found experts have some
previous relationship with the employer, the cooperation may be smoother.

In this example, a user’s collaborators appeared in two different scenarios,
namely, in the coauthor network and domain experts knowledge base (here we
consider SwetoDBLP as the experts knowledge base). Both of them are repre-
sented as semantic datasets using RDF, which enables the following connection.
When a user tries to find domain experts, his social relations in the coauthor
network are linked together with the domain experts knowledge base through
the user’s name or URI. This connection brings two separate datasets together
and help to refine the expert finding task.

4 Social Network based Group Interest Models

A user and his/her friends, collaborators form a social network. the user’s inter-
ests may be affected by this social network since the network contains a group
of other users who also have some interests. If they always communicate with
each other, in the form of talking, collaboration, coauthoring, etc., their inter-
ests may be affected by each others’. If the user is affected by the social network
based “group interests”, he/she may begin to search on the interesting topic to
find relevant information. Hence, the social network based group interests may
be serve as an essential environmental factor from user background for search
refinement.

Group Interest:
For a specific interest “t(i)”, its group interests for a specific author “u”,

namely “GI(t(i), u)” can be quantitatively defined as:

GI(t(i), u) =
m∑

c=1

E(t(i), u, c),

E(t(i), u, c) =

{
1 (t(i) ∈ ItopN

c )

0 (t(i) ∈ ItopN
c )

(1)

where E(t(i), u, c) ∈ {0, 1}, if the interest t(i) appears both in the top N in-
terests of a user and one of his/her friends’, then E(t(i), u, c) = 1, otherwise,
E(t(i), u, c) = 0. For a specific user “u”, there are m friends in all, and the group
interest of “t(i)” is the cumulative value of E(t(i), u, c) based on the m friends.
In a word, group interest focuses on the cumulation of ranked interests from a
specific user’s social network.

Various models can be used to quantitatively measure and rank interests so
that one can get the top N interests to produce the value of group interests. We



defined 4 models in [7], here we briefly review them so that the comparison of
group interests from the 4 perspectives can be made.

Let i, j be positive integers, yt(i),j be the number of publications which are
related to topic t(i) during the time interval j.

Cumulative Interest:
Cumulative interest, denoted as CI(t(i), n), is used to count the cumulative

appear times of the interest t(i) during the n time intervals. It and can be
acquired through:

CI(t(i), n) =
n∑

j=1

yt(i),j . (2)

It is used reflect a user’s over all interest on the specified topic within a time
interval.

Retained interest:
A person may be interested in a topic for a period of time but is likely to

loose interest on it as time passes by if it has not appeared in some way for a long
time. This phenomenon is very similar to the forgetting mechanism for cognitive
memory retention. In [1] we introduced an retained interest model based on a
power law function that cognitive memory retention [8] follows:

RI(t(i), n) =
n∑

j=1

yt(i),j ×AT−b
t(i), (3)

where Tt(i) is the duration interested in topic t(i) until a specified time. For each
time interval j, the interest t(i) might appear yt(i),j times, and yt(i),j × AT−b

t(i)

is the total retention of an interest contributed by that time interval. According
to our previous studies, the parameters satisfy A = 0.855 and b = 1.295 [1].

Interest Cumulative Duration:
Interest cumulative duration, denoted as ILD(t(i)), is used to represent the

longest duration of the interest t(i):

ILD(t(i)) = max(ID(t(i))n). (4)

where n ∈ I+, ID(t(i))n is the interest duration when t(i) discretely appears
(the time interval of the appeared interest is not directly continuous with the
one of the previous appeared interest) for the nth time.

Interest Longest Duration:
Interest longest duration, denoted as ICD(t(i)), is used to represent the

cumulative duration of the interest t(i):

ICD(t(i)) =
n′∑

n=1

(ID(t(i))n). (5)

where n ∈ I+ is used to represent the nth discrete appearance of the interest
t(i), and n′ is the total discrete appearance times of the interest t(i).



The above 4 interest models are used for producing the top N interests. The
corresponding group interests based the proposed models are: group cumulative
interest (GCI(t(i), u)), group retained interest (GRI(t(i), u)), group cumula-
tive duration (GCD(t(i), u)), and group longest duration (GLD(t(i), u)) respec-
tively. Their calculation function is the same as GI(t(i), u), namely, GCI(t(i), u),
GRI(t(i), u), GCD(t(i), u) and GLD(t(i), u) are special cases of GI(t(i), u).

As a foundation for the development of social “group interest”, we analyzed
all the authors’ retained interests values based on the SwetoDBLP dataset (more
than 615,000 authors) using the introduced model, an RDF version of the interest
enhanced DBLP author set has been released on the project page 6.

Here we give an illustrative example on producing group interests based on
retained interests. Using formula 3 and 1, and taking “Ricardo A. Baeza-Yates”
as an example, a comparative list of top 7 retained interests of his own and his
group retained interests (with 132 authors involved) is shown in Table 2.

Table 2: A comparative study of top 7 retained interests of a user and his/her group
retained interests. (User name: Ricardo A. Baeza-Yates)

Self Retained Interests Value Group Retained Interests Value

Web 7.81 Search (*) 35
Search 5.59 Retrieval 30

Distributed 3.19 Web (*) 28
Engine 2.27 Information 26
Mining 2.14 System 19
Content 2.10 Query (*) 18
Query 1.26 Analysis 14

Through Table 2 we can find that may be group retained interests are not
the same as, but to some extent related to the user’s own retained interests
(interesting terms that are marked with “*” are the same).

As a step forward, we analyzed the overlap between a specific user’s own
interests and his/her group interests. 50 most productive authors from the DBLP
dataset (May 2010 version) are selected for the evaluation. The analysis considers
4 types of overlaps:

– cumulative interest (CI(t(i), n)) and group cumulative interest (GCI(t(i), u)),
– retained interest (RI(t(i), n)) and group retained interest (GRI(t(i), u)),
– interest longest duration (ILD(t(i), j)) and group interest longest duration

(GLD(t(i), u)),
– interest cumulative duration (ICD(t(i), j)) and group interest cumulative

duration (GCD(t(i), u)).

6 http://www.wici-lab.org/wici/dblp-sse and http://wiki.larkc.eu/csri-rdf



The value of the overlaps are average values of the selected 50 authors. As
shown in Figure 3, from the 4 perspectives, the overlaps range are within the
interval [0.593, 0.667]. It means that no matter from which of these perspec-
tives, the overlap between the users’ own interests and their group interests are
at least greater than 59%. Take RI(t(i), n) vs GRI(t(i), u) and CI(t(i), n) vs
GCI(t(i), u) as examples, Figure 4 shows that for most of the 50 authors, the
overlaps are within the time interval [0.4,0.9].
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Fig. 4: A comparative study on the over-
lap between RI and GRI, CI and GCI.

Based on the results and analysis above, besides users’ own interests, their
group interests and can be used as another source to refine the search process
and satisfy various user needs.

5 Group Interests Based Search Refinement

In [1], according to the idea of retained interests model of a specific user, we
developed a DBLP Search Support Engine (DBLP-SSE), which utilizes the user’s
own retained interests to refine search on the SwetoDBLP dataset [2]. Based on
the idea of group retained interest model introduced in 4, we developed a search
support engine based on the SwetoDBLP dataset [2]. Figure 5 is a screen shot
on the current version of the DBLP Search Support Engine (DBLP-SSE).

Table 3 shows a comparative study of search results without refinement, with
user retained interests based refinement, and with group retained interests based
refinement. Different search results are selected out and provided to users to meet
their diverse needs. One can see that how the social network based group interests
serve as an environmental factor that affect the search refinement process and
help to get more relevant search results.



Fig. 5: A screen shot of the DBLP Search Support Engine (DBLP-SSE).

6 Evaluation and Analysis

Since the user interests and group interests are obtained from analysis based on
real authors in the DBLP system. For the evaluation of the experimental results,
the participants also need to be real authors in the system, preferably those with
some publications distributed in different years. These constraints made finding
the participants not easy.

The participants are required to search for intelligence in the DBLP Search
Support Engine (DBLP-SSE)7 that we developed based on the SwetoDBLP
dataset [2]. Three lists of query results are provided to each of them. One is
acquired based on unrefined query, and another two are refined by users’ own
top 9 retained interests and top 9 group retained interests. They are required to
judge which list of results they prefer.

Currently, we have received evaluation results from 7 authors that have some
publication listed in DBLP. Through an analysis of these results, we find that:
100% of these authors feel that the refined search results using users’ most recent
RI(t(i), n) and GRI(t(i), u) are much better than the result list which does not
have any refinement. 100% of them feel that the satisfaction degree of the two
refined result lists are very close. 83.3% of them feel that refined results by the
users’ own RI(t(i), n) is better than others. 16.7% of them feel refined results
by GRI(t(i), u) are better than others.

7 DBLP-SSE is available at http://www.wici-lab.org/wici/dblp-sse



Table 3: Search Refinement using user’s retained interests and group retained interests

Name: Ricardo A. Baeza-Yates

Query : Intelligence

List 1 : without any refinement (top 7 results)

1. PROLOG Programming for Artificial Intelligence, Second Edition.
2. Artificial Intelligence Architectures for Composition and Performance Environment.
3. The Mechanization of Intelligence and the Human Aspects of Music.
4. Artificial Intelligence in Music Education: A Critical Review.
5. Readings in Music and Artificial Intelligence.
6. Music, Intelligence and Artificiality.
7. Regarding Music, Machines, Intelligence and the Brain: An Introduction to Music
and AI.

List 2 : with user’s own interests constraints (top 7 results)

interests : Web, Search, Distributed, Engine, Mining, Content, Query

1. SWAMI: Searching the Web Using Agents with Mobility and Intelligence.
2. Moving Target Search with Intelligence.
3. Teaching Distributed Artificial Intelligence with RoboRally.
4. Prototyping a Simple Layered Artificial Intelligence Engine for Computer Games.
5. Web Data Mining for Predictive Intelligence.
6. Content Analysis for Proactive Intelligence: Marshaling Frame Evidence.
7. Efficient XML-to-SQL Query Translation: Where to Add the Intelligence?

List 3 : with group retained interests constraints (top 7 results)

interests : Search, Retrieval, Web, Information, System, Query, Analysis

1. Moving Target Search with Intelligence.
2. A New Swarm Intelligence Coordination Model Inspired by Collective Prey Re-
trieval and Its Application to Image Alignment.
3. SWAMI: Searching the Web Using Agents with Mobility and Intelligence.
4. Building an information on demand enterprise that integrates both operational and
strategic business intelligence.
5. An Explainable Artificial Intelligence System for Small-unit Tactical Behavior.
6. Efficient XML-to-SQL Query Translation: Where to Add the Intelligence?
7. Intelligence Analysis through Text Mining.

The refined list with the authors’ RI(t(i), n) is supposed to be the best one.
Since the query constraints are all most related information that the users are in-
terested in. Since the average overlap between users’ RI(t(i), n) and GRI(t(i), u)
is around 63.8%, which means that interests from the author’s social network
are very relevant to his/her own interests! That’s why the refined list with
GRI(t(i), u) are also welcome and considered much better than the one with-
out any refinement. It indicates that if one’s own interests can not be acquired,
his/her friends’ interests also could help to refine the search process and results.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this study, we provide some illustration on how the social relations and social
network based interest models can help to refine searching on large scale data.



For the scalability issue, this approach scales in the following way: No matter how
large the dataset is, through the social relation based group interest models, the
amount of most relevant results are always relatively small, and they are always
ranked to the top ones for user investigation.

The methods introduced in this paper are related but different from tra-
ditional collaborative filtering methods [9, 10]. Firstly, both the user and their
friends (e.g. coauthors, collaborators) do not comment or evaluate any search
results (items) in advance. Secondly, interest retention models (both users’ own
one and their group one) track the retained interests as time passed. The re-
tained interests are dynamically changing but some of the previous interests are
retained according to the proposed retention function. Thirdly, following the idea
of linked data [11], there is no need to have relevant information in one dataset
or system. As shown in Section 3, user interests stored in different data sources
are linked together for search refinement (user interests data and collaboration
network data). Another example is that, if someone is recorded in the DBLP
system wants to buy books on Amazon, he/she does not have to have a social
relation on Amazon which can be used to refine the product search. Through the
linked data from the group interests based on SwetoDBLP, the search process
also could be refined.

For now, semantic similarities of all the extracted terms have not been added
into the retained interest models. Some preliminary experiments show that this
may reduce the correlation between an author’s own retained interests and
his/her group interests retention. For example, for the user “Guilin Qi”, both his
current retained interests and his group interests contain “OWL” and “ontol-
ogy”, which seem to be 2 different terms. But in practice, “OWL” is very related
to “Ontology” (for their Normalized Google Distance [12], NGD(ontology, owl) =
0.234757, if NGD(x, y) ≤ 0.3, then x and y is considered to be semantically
very related [12]). For the user “Zhisheng Huang”, the terms “reasoning” and
“logic” are 2 important interests, while reasoning is very related to “logic”
(NGD(logic, reasoning) = 0.2808). In our future work, we would like to use
Google distance [12] to calculate the semantic similarities of interesting terms
so that more accurate retained interests can be acquired and better search con-
straints can be found. We also would like to see whether other social network
theories (such as six degree of separation) could help semantic search refinement
in a scalable environment.
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